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Amidst all of this activity can be found two people of particular importance: 
Dominique Vivant Denon and Giovanni Battista Belzoni. Both of these men were 
important to the study of Egypt within Great Britain for several reasons. To begin 
with, the works that they undertook regarding Egypt’s antiquities were highly popular 
and helped to bring the topic to the forefront of public consciousness. As we shall 
see, Denon’s publication, Voyage dans la basse et la haute Egypte, proved to be a 
great literary success in Britain, and, for a time, was regarded as an authority on 
ancient Egypt. Similarly, Belzoni’s archaeological exploits, his publication, Narrative 
of the Operations and Recent Discoveries within the pyramids, temples, tombs, and 
excavations, in Egypt and Nubia, and his reconstructed tomb helped to establish him, 
for a brief time, as an authority on Egypt. 
 
The publications of both of these men shared commonalities with the great 
Description. For example, Denon and Belzoni’s works were physically grand. Also, 
like the Napoleonic corpus, both of these works maintained the tradition of furthering 
a European-based study of Egypt. Finally, like the Description, both can be regarded 
as patriotic symbols. Denon’s pride in his work as a Frenchman, and indeed, in those 
accomplishments that stemmed from the Napoleonic invasion of Egypt, is evident in 
his work. Similarly, although not a native to Great Britain, Belzoni’s work suggests 
that he identified strongly with his adopted home. The fact that he chose to publish 
his work, not in his native, fluent Italian, but in rather forced English supports this 
notion. 
 
These three publications, however, also differed greatly. Unlike the Description both 
Denon and Belzoni’s works were singular, rather than collective efforts. Also, the 
exploits upon which Belzoni’s work was based were undertaken in a markedly 
different atmosphere from that which the Description and the Voyage stemmed. It is 
safe to say that Belzoni, despite his trials and tribulations, worked and lived in an 
easier environment than Denon and the other French scholars while in Egypt. Unlike 
the purely academic Description, both Denon and Belzoni presented to the British 
public a romantic, adventurous account of their efforts. As a result, their works could 
be appreciated by readers as more than purely scholarly resources. Such catering to 
public fancy is particularly evident in Belzoni’s Egyptian exhibition, during which he 
likely capitalised on his experience with London show culture to increase its viewer 
ship. 
 
Finally, Belzoni’s efforts differed greatly from both Denon’s Voyage and the  
Description in the fact that he did not have the resources of either an army or a 
government to support him. 
Both the Narrative and the Voyage can also be viewed as highlighting important 
elements of the Description. 



For example, Denon’s work demonstrates the unique circumstances under which the 
French savants had access to hitherto unseen material. As a result of both the 
Napoleonic invasion and the Description, France developed a strong interest in Egypt 
and its antiquities. This interest was maintained long after the French soldiers were 
returned to their homeland. Such interest appears in the Narrative, made explicit by 
the politics that enmeshed Belzoni’s work in Egypt. 
 
As a result, Belzoni’s Egyptian exploits and text demonstrate to some extent how 
French interests could dictate the terms under which work was done in Egypt. 
 
……… 
 
Dominique Vivant Denon 
The life of Denon has been well documented in other texts and therefore warrants 
but brief mention here.335 Born in 1747 at Givry, near Chalon-sur-Saône, on 4 
January 1747, Denon was already in his fifties when he left for Egypt with Napoleon’s 
expedition. As part of the Institut that worked in Egypt, it was Denon’s trip to Upper 
Egypt that prompted the savant corps to undertake a more in-depth exploration of 
that part of the country. He returned from Egypt with Napoleon in 1799, well before 
the rest of the other savants. From that point onwards, his importance to French art 
and Egyptology was only to increase. In 1802 he was appointed Director of the 
Central Museum of Arts and in 1804 Director-General of Museums, a post he held 
until 1815. 
 
In 1802, Denon published an account of his Egyptian exploration, entitled Voyage 
dans la Basse et la Haute Égypte pendant les campagnes du général Bonaparte. It 
proved a thunderous success, with twenty editions published in the first few months 
after its appearance. The first edition consisted of 100 copies printed on vellum and 
400 on regular paper. While the work was expensive for its era, selling for 300 – 400 
Francs, or 450 – 600 Francs on vellum, the cost did not appear to hurt its sale 
figures. Translations of the Voyage also proved a success, with the work translated 
into English in 1802, German and Dutch in 1803, and Italian in 1808. In English, 
Denon’s work underwent three separate editions, published first by Aikin, then by 
Blagdon, and finally by Kendall.337 In fact, to demonstrate its success, 
 
Ibrahim Ghali states that for approximately one and a half centuries, the work was 
continually in print. He states: ‘En 1952, Jean-Edouard Goby ne dénombrera pas 
moins de 40 éditions, traductions et adaptations’.8 The Voyage consisted of two 
volumes, one in-quarto and one atlas of 141 engravings, the majority of which were 
reworked into the Description. While Denon insisted that his work was a journal, it is 
by no means an ordinary travel account. To European audiences, Denon’s text not 
only provided an exciting description of Napoleon’s military expedition, it evoked ‘...à 
la fois l’épopée vécue, la curiosité suscitée par la découverte de la plus antique des 
civilisations humaines, une ouverture sociologique et politique de l’Europe sur l’Islam 
et l’Orient, un hommage aux artisans de l’extraordinaire aventure’. The numerous 
engravings, on a wide range of subjects, also contributed to the work’s success. At 
the time of its publication, the military expedition was still considered a recent event. 
As a result, the Voyage provided striking imagery to an affair to which many readers 
could relate and understand.342 With regard to the undertakings of the Commission, 
the concluding pages of the Voyage attempt to place some distance between itself 



and the impending Description. As justification for pre-empting the vast government 
undertaking, Denon states: Lorsque je partis d’Alexandrie les membres de l’institut 
étaient encore au Caire: arrivé en France, j’ignorais s’ils avaient pu effectuer dans la 
haute Égypte le voyage ordonné par Bonaparte avant son départ; les circonstances 
de la guerre avaient pu arrêter la marche de cette société savante, ou l’empêcher 
d’en rapporter en France les précieux résultats : alors je me fusse trouvé le seul qui 
eût été réuni un grand nombre de dessins, où je n’offrais pas seulement l’image du 
pays, mais le plus souvent celle des événements d’une des plus intéressantes 
expéditions de cette guerre; je ne pouvais donc sans une espèce d’injustice ravir à 
mes concitoyens ces nombreux fruits de mes recherches et de mes pénibles travaux 
; et je me déterminai à les publier. 
 
Denon then proceeds to explain fundamental differences between the two works. 
Ultimately, Denon confesses that his work cannot be compared to that undertaken by 
a whole team of researchers: ...mais à peine ai-je été informé que l’institut du Caire avait 
effectué son voyage dans le calme de la paix; que les membres n’avaient connu de bornes à 
leur ardeur, à leur émulation, que l’ordre établi par leur chef de division; qu’ils revenaient 
chargés de leur immense butin; que le gouvernement, après avoir protégé leur voyage, faisait 
avec magnificence les frais de la mise au jour d’une collection si précieuse sous tous les 
rapports, je n’ai plus songé à suivre un plan que d’autres devaient nécessairement mieux 
exécuter. Réduit à mes faibles moyens, comment aurais-je voulu mesurer mes travaux aux 
travaux de toute une société, émettre des hypothèses, lorsque sans doute on pourra présenter 
des certitudes, enfin marcher, pour ainsi dire, à tâtons â côté d’un faisceau de lumières! J’ai 
donc dépouillé mon journal de ce que j’y avais hasardé de recherches; j’ai repris mon 
uniforme de soldat éclaireur, et mon poste à l’avant-garde, où je n’ai conservé que la 
prétention d’avoir planté quelques jalons sur la route, pour avertir ceux qui avaient à me 
suivre, et, ne fût-ce que par mes erreurs, servir ainsi les rédacteurs du grand ouvrage. 
The sheer number of copies of Denon’s work would appear to indicate that it had 
significant literary impact on Europe. 
 
To this effect, Ghali claims that it had more of an impact than the Description. He 
states: La vulgarisation intelligente n’exclut nullement une forme hautement littéraire, 
et les marques d’une vaste culture. Pour cela le Voyage demeure encore une oeuvre 
lisible et vivante, alors que les cartons de la Description sont condamnés par leur 
dimension à rester enfouis dans la poussière des grandes bibliothèques. 
 

Yet despite the fact that Denon’s Voyage is mentioned fewer times, the work was met 
with more substantial literature than the Description. The first mention of the Voyage 
is found in the Gentleman’s Magazine. It takes the form of a prospectus for the work, 
written by Denon’s friends Amaury Duval and J.G. Legrand, and dates to 1801. 
Under the heading of Review of New Publications, Literary Intelligence, the review 
begins by stating: 
 
This work, which the journals have already announced, which France and Europe 
expect with impatience, would have been published long since, if the author had not 
been desirous to give the highest perfection to the engravings. His work now finished. 
He requests his friends to give an account of it to the publick, that he may not have to 
talk of himself. We are going to perform this honourable engagement. Exactness and 
Impartiality are what we have promised the author, and what we owe to the publick. 
What proceeds after this quote is a fairly lengthy review of the work. It immediately 
mentions prior known works by Denon: his Voyage into Sicily; and his etchings. The 



author then laments the fact that, despite prior work on Egypt, no one has yet to 
produce ‘...a representation of its true state, its villages, its vast sandy plains, its 
forests of palm-trees, and the brilliancy of its burning atmosphere’. Not surprisingly, it 
then states that Denon provides just such a work. The review claims that Denon’s 
Voyage attempts to describe everything he encountered and provides the reader with 
important, artistic, aerial representations of scenes and events. The work also offers 
more ordinary scenes of everyday life in Egypt, as well as those of its monuments. 
Mention is made of Denon’s discovery of the Dendera zodiac, of his impressions of 
the hieroglyphs he recorded and of the hope that they might be deciphered through 
this work. The author claims the work is a good history and study of French, and 
therefore Western, military victory in the country, as well as an interesting 
commentary on the natives’ reaction to the clemency and justice of the conquering 
French. The review proceeds to describe Denon’s portraits of various locals, as well 
as the historical sites that he visited. The author highlights the work’s importance to a 
variety of readers: ‘But it is not only for warriors, artists, and amateurs, that the author 
has formed this collection of engravings. The learned will there find also ample matter 
for the most curious differentiations’. To this effect, Denon’s work is said to contain 
not only hieroglyphics, but a copy of four MSS in different writing, found upon 
mummies. Finally, the review recounts Denon’s return to France before equating the 
work with the Voyage of St. Non in Italy: Though composed on nearly the same plan, 
it is far superior to it in the fidelity of descriptions and views, and the high finishing of 
the execution. Citizen Denon alone made all the drawings in his work, while St. Non 
employed diverse fellow-labourers, who could not so well blend their talents in a 
perfect whole; and as for the engravers, he has chosen for fellow-labourers only 
artists whose names alone are their praise, such as Berthaux, Baltard, Malbeste, 
Pillement, Coiny, &c. 
 
The passage concludes by stating that Denon’s Voyage will be placed above the 
works of Pococke and Norden by the English. A section is added after the review, 
offering information on the work’s composition, delivery, and price. 
The second reference to Denon’s Voyage is also found within the Gentleman’s 
Magazine and dates to 1802, after the English version of the work had been 
released. Like the previous passage, this one has the heading Review of New 
Publications. It begins with the statement: ‘This is the great work of which we gave 
the Prospectus vol. LXXI. p. 928. Under what advantages and disadvantages it has 
been executed will appear after the attentive perusal we intend to  Monthly Review 
1811, vol. 65, 543. give it’. After recounting the dedication within the work, the author of 
this review outlines his goal for this article: to trace the route of Denon’s travels and 
to hear his reports of the interior of Egypt. The article then begins by recounting 
Denon’s departure from France, his arrival at Malta, his arrival in Alexandria, his 
impressions of Alexandria’s sites, his impressions of Rosetta, and then offers a long 
quotation from the work on the battle of Abuqir. A second quotation informs the 
reader what transpired with the French after the battle. The author then summarises 
Denon’s impressions of the local Egyptians’ ethnicity and character, and includes a 
quotation of his arrival at Giza. A second quotation is offered regarding the sphinx. 
The city of Cairo and its inhabitants are then described, as well as the Cairo revolt 
that was crushed by the French. Explorations of Saqqara, lake Moeris, Antinoe, Siut, 
Girgeh, and Dendera are recounted. 
 
Denon’s explanation of different hieroglyphic forms is offered, as is his description of 
a crocodile.393 His impressions of Thebes are offered, as well as a critique of one of 



his drawings of a colossal statue: ‘We must regret that, however the representations 
of these figures, plate XLIV may exhibit the present mutilated state of these statues, 
they are drawn on too small a scale, and that those of our countryman, Pococke, to 
whom the French allow some merit, please us better’.394 After a rapid summary of 
Denon’s time at Medinet Habu, criticism is once more levelled at the work, this time 
for its renderings of the temple of Armant: ‘Here he had one day’s leisure to draw 
objects on which he could have spent a month. Thus is the boasted leisure of a 
Frenchman, pretending to be at his ease, imposed on us in preference to the exact, 
representations of Pococke and Norden’. Quick mention is then made of Esna and its 
zodiac, Hierakonpolis, Apollonopolis, Silsillis and Kom Ombo. A somewhat lengthier 
description of Aswan and Elephantine is offered before that of a long description of 
Philae. A few other sites are briefly mentioned before the review abruptly ends with a 
statement that it will be concluded in the next number. The review begins again, in 
the next number, with a discussion of Luxor and Karnak and the recounting of a 
second visit to Esna and its environs.396 The author then mentions Denon’s work at 
the temple of Edfu, stating: ‘To this temple he has allowed himself time to do more 
justice than to those of Thebes’. After some peripheral musings of Denon, the author 
of the review then mentions the work done in recording the zodiac of Dendera. A brief 
description of a sand-storm is followed by some more wanderings, which is followed 
by a description of methods used by the Egyptians for carving scenes, which in turn 
is followed by a recounting of Denon’s explorations at Qurna. Brief mention of 
Egyptian pottery is made, followed by Denon’s exploration of the Theban west bank 
monuments and tombs. It is within this section that the review discusses the Egyptian 
manuscripts found by Denon. The review then turns its attention to Denon’s brief trip 
to Antinoopolis before mention is made of his return to Cairo and his departure for 
Paris with Napoleon. The review ends by mentioning the work started by the 
commission that would produce the Description eight years later. On this topic, the 
reviewer conveys a tone of disappointment with Denon’s Voyage, and states that he 
hopes the future work will surpass the present one: 
 
Are we then to expect a farther and fuller detail? Or are we to suppose it is 
superseded by the subject of this article? If the 1000 plates announced by Ripaud 
should ever be communicated to the publick; for, we confess ourselves not gratified 
to the utmost by the present publication. Since the present article has been in the 
press, this costly work, pregnant with French affectation and conceit, has been 
presented to us in an English dress. 
 
The third reference to the Voyage within the Gentleman’s Magazine, also dates to 
1802, also falls under the heading Review of New Publications, and immediately 
follows the last review mentioned. It proves little more, however, than an 
advertisement for the work, written by the work’s translator. This fact is made explicit 
by the opening statement: ‘Advertisement, by the Translator’.400 Predictably, the 
passage summarises the goal of the work, and the character of Denon as the author. 
Yet it also offers a scathing critique of the French military’s conduct while in Egypt: 
We see what a dreadful licence of lust, rapine, and slaughter, the French troops were 
allowed to indulge in, and how whole villages were exterminated upon, the bare 
suspicion of mediating resistance to the ravishers of their women, the desolators of 
their fields, the incendiaries of their houses. We see that, so far from conciliating the 
esteem of the Egyptians, the French dominion was confined to the range of their 
cannon; that their stragglers were cut off like proscribed beasts of prey; and, pressed 
by the Arabs on one side, and Mourad Bey on the other, they were kept in a constant 



state of watchfulness and alarm. Nor does the translator offer praise for Denon’s 
descriptions of military events, insisting instead that his strength lies in his depictions 
of Egypt’s monuments. The review then ends by mentioning how the English version 
differs from that of the French. 
 
The fourth such mention of the Voyage is found in the Monthly Review and dates to 
1802. This article, numbered eight, begins by applauding the British military’s effort to 
repulse the French from Egypt. Despite this, however, the author expresses regret 
that the French scientific mission could not have progressed further. He proceeds 
to comment upon the work in general, as well as the conditions under which Denon 
laboured, and Denon’s character, relying on quotations from the translators of two of 
the editions. The author then proceeds to recount Denon’s departure from France 
and offers a quotation from the work on the aftermath of the battle of Abuqir. A 
second, longer quotation is provided, discussing Egypt’s role as a French colony. A 
third quotation is given, this time on the military pursuit of Murad Bey and the French 
army’s advance into Upper Egypt. A fourth quotation is reproduced, this time, 
regarding the pyramids at Giza. A fifth quotation describes the climate of Egypt, while 
a sixth mentions Denon’s impressions of the temple of Hermopolis. A seventh, 
lengthy quotation mentions Siut and its surrounding area, as well as some tombs. An 
eighth quotation recounts a local Egyptian’s interpretation of the nature of thunder, 
and a ninth deals with the temple of Dendera and the character of Egyptian 
architecture and art.403 The article then ends with the author stating: ‘We are now just 
arrived at the threshold of Egyptian antiquities; and, as we cannot in one article do 
justice to M. Denon’s details, we shall resume the subject in another Number, and 
exhibit his account of the stupendous monuments of Upper Egypt’.404 The topic is 
then resumed later in the year, as another article. It begins positively, but eventually 
claims Denon’s work is deficient in its descriptions, and wishes the English had 
continued with the exploration of Egypt: 
 
With pleasure we resume our attendance on this intelligent and enterprizing 
traveller...None can withhold their admiration of the undaunted perseverance of M. 
Denon in the midst of perils and hardships; while few will be thoroughly satisfied, 
because, like former travellers, he rather stimulates than allays our curiosity. Indeed, 
we are induced to lament that, since the heroism of our army and navy had achieved 
the complete conquest of Egypt, our Government did not resolve on retaining 
possession of it; and on following up the plan of the French by attaching to the army 
(which must have been kept in that country) a corps of scientific men, whose office it 
would be to explore its antiquities and to suggest the best means for its 
improvement...Since this desirable event was not destined to take place, the 
glimmering of light which appeared to dawn on Egypt is now eclipsed, and it seems 
to be again doomed to remain the land of darkness and of plagues.405 
The article then continues by discussing the supposedly superior state of Egypt in 
past ages. This discussion leads into lengthy quotations from Denon’s work on 
Egyptian art and architecture. Similarly long quotations on Denon’s impression of 
Thebes and its west bank follow. The article cites Denon’s journey from Edfu to 
Silsilis, as well as his trip to Aswan and Elephantine and Philae. At this point, the 
author offers his reader a sampling of Denon’s descriptions of military conflict. After 
this long quotation, the article mentions Denon’s rapid progress through the region of 
Karnak and Luxor and eventually to Dendera, where he copied hieroglyphs, the 
zodiac and once more commented upon Egyptian art and architecture. After citations 
on these subjects, the author quotes Denon regarding the Egyptian manuscripts that 



he found. Quotations are offered regarding Denon’s return to France and his reasons 
for publishing the Voyage. At this point, the author of the article resumes a critical 
tone, claiming: From this account, it is evident that the French made no discovery of 
any new stupendous monument of antient art in Egypt; and that they did not advance 
up the Nile so far as former travellers have penetrated...In general, Denon confirms 
the accounts of Pocock and Norden; and having more opportunities for minute 
examination in some places, he has added to their details. He has not, however, 
stated our obligations to other travellers, but, with a French flourish, speaks of himself 
as ‘engaged in travelling through a country which was known to Europe by name 
only.’ He has omitted also to quote the numerous passages in antient authors, which 
relate to the same objects which he describes. 
 
The article then concludes by comparing the merits and shortcomings of two of the 
English translations of the Voyage as well as the composition of the original French 
work. 
 
The final relevant mention of Denon’s work, for this section, is found in the very first 
issue of that undisputed, ‘...leading organ of public opinion and the most dreaded of 
critical censors’409: the Edinburgh Review. The passage takes the form of an article, 
dated to 1803 and attributed to Francis Jeffrey, the editor of the Edinburgh, and 
contributor of an awe-inspiring number of articles.410 It begins by discussing Egypt’s 
past splendour, difficulties that contemporary Europeans have had in its exploration, 
and the efforts that the French army made towards remedying this fact. The review 
then offers mixed feelings towards the Voyage, stating: 
 
The book is certainly sufficiently splendid; and yet it has disappointed us extremely. 
The author writes like a brisk little old Frenchman, with more vivacity than judgment, 
and more ease than perspicuity. His narrative is exceedingly perplexed, from the 
want of dates, and the irregularity of his military movements; and the reader must be 
contented to take his skill in drawing as an apology for his defects in erudition, and 
his admitted ignorance in all the branches of physical science. 
The review then proceeds to comment on the ‘French taste’ of a passage, finds faults 
with some of Denon’s observations, prioritising Pococke as a source, and claims that 
the military conditions under which Denon worked did not avail themselves to a solid 
research on Egypt: 
 
In fact, the harassing service upon which the detachment of the army that ascended 
the Nile was employed, and the rapid marches and countermarches it was obliged to 
perform, made the opportunities of an artist extremely precarious; and the universal 
detestation in which the invaders were held by the natives, rendered the condition of 
a straggler a thousand times more hazardous than that of those solitary but pacific 
travellers, whose condition our author is pleased so frequently to commiserate. From 
this circumstance it has happened, that many of the splendid objects, which other 
European travellers have described, did not fall under the observations of M. Denon. 
Though we cannot consider this book, therefore, as having made any very important 
addition to our knowledge of the Egyptian history or monuments, it would be unfair to 
allege that it is destitute of interest or information. 
 
With regard to its merits, the author claims that the Voyage offers many beautiful 
engravings, as well as numerous descriptions. It is also labelled as informative about 
the native Egyptians, as well as the progress and conduct of the French army. The 



review then begins to recount Denon’s departure from France, his voyage to Egypt, 
the French landing at Alexandria, and the reception of the French by the Egyptian 
populace. His trip to Rosetta, the battle of Abukir, a brief excursion into the Delta, the 
Cairo revolt, and Denon’s voyage to Upper Egypt in pursuit of Murad Bey, are then 
recounted. On the last subject, numerous quotations are offered to explain the 
pursuit and resulting conflicts. 
 
During this part of the expedition, mention is made of Denon’s trips to Dendera, 
Thebes, Esna, Aswan, Elephantine, Philae, Armant, Qus, as well as perceived 
cruelties by the French to the local Egyptians. The summary then turns its attention to 
Denon’s return to France, before highlighting his attempts to describe the monuments 
which he encountered during his trip.413 To this effect, the author writes: We have 
already insinuated that M. Denon’s publication has not added very materially to our 
knowledge of those monuments. We do not know, indeed, that he pretends to have 
made a single discovery. He has given fewer plans than either Pococke or Norden, 
and is infinitely less distinct in his descriptions, and less learned in his references, 
than the former of these travellers. He has made much better, and more numerous 
drawings, however, than any of his predecessors, and has presented the groups of 
objects in a much clearer and more picturesque manner. His views in the islands of 
Philoe and Elephantine are a great deal more perfect; and he has copied the 
paintings and engraved hieroglyphics in the tombs at Thebes, and the temple of 
Tentyra, much more correctly and extensively. He has intermingled a variety of 
critical remarks and animated reflections also, that give a certain dramatic interest to 
his descriptions, and indicates a cultivated taste and an inflamed imagination. 
The review then summarises Denon’s impressions of the antiquities which he 
encountered throughout Egypt, offering quotations from the Voyage. Of particular 
interest to the author, and considered of particular use, were those images recorded 
by Denon from Dendera.415 The author also draws the reader’s attention to the 
Egyptian manuscripts found by Denon before concluding the review with heavy 
criticism over the work’s form and character: 
 
We cannot take leave of these colossal volumes without entering our protest against 
such a form of publication. M. Denon’s taste has been formed perhaps upon the 
gigantic monuments of the Thebaid, and will relish no book that is not as large as a 
panel charged with hieroglyphics; but in this quarter of the world, we believe there are 
few readers who will think themselves indemnified for the great price of this work by 
the satisfaction of turning over four square feet of pasteboard in every leaf, and 
having their eyes dazzled by characters like those on a tomb-stone. Even in the 
volume of plates, the huge size of the page is turned to no sort of use; most of the 
views being given in small compartments, that do not occupy one eighth part of the 
sheet, and the paper being covered by a single subject, in no instance but the fanciful 
representation of two battles with the Mamelukes. We are the more inclined to 
censure the injudicious magnitude of these volumes, as there is nothing either in the 
style or the matter of M. Denon that tallies with so much magnificence. He has made 
some fine drawings of monuments that had been drawn before, and brought away 
some slight sketches of hieroglyphics that had not been previously copied; and he 
has recorded his observations and adventures in a flippant and familiar style, that 
partakes less of dignity than of pertness; and seems better adapted for the undress 
of an occasional pamphlet, than for the monumental vastness of such a publication 
as the present. Jeffrey, as a critic, is regarded as politically moderate and fair-



minded. Similarly, I have found no information regarding any biases that Jeffrey might 
have had against French literature. As a result, Jeffrey’s critique of Denon’s 
work appears not to be politically motivated, but rather his honest assessment of the 
work. 
 
The reviews, commentaries and advertisements found within the periodicals and 
pertaining to Denon’s Voyage are striking when compared to those found relating to 
the Description. Despite the fact that nine such references were found relating to the 
Napoleonic corpus, only one of them appears to offer any weighty critique or 
assessment of the work. Only five such entries can be found regarding Denon’s 
Voyage. Yet out of these five, all apparently offer an element of critique. The first 
reference within the Gentleman’s Magazine can be interpreted as a French 
advertisement for the work, but offers a description of its merits for a variety of people 
and compares it with other material. The second reference within the Gentleman’s is 
a review that provides lengthy quotations, useful to nineteenth-century readers, and a 
critique of the Voyage’s drawings. The third, although clearly an advertisement for the 
work by its translator, offers a scathing review of the French military’s conduct in 
Egypt, as represented in the Voyage, and confesses that Denon’s strengths lie not in 
his description of military events, but rather his description of Egypt’s monuments. 
The reference within the Monthly Review offers long quotations from the work, as 
well as insightful commentary on it. Similarly, the Edinburgh Review’s article on the 
Voyage conveys to the reader certain critical elements, along with its long citations. 


